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1. Introduction
This is the second article submitted for the course I attended
at Oxford University for Einstein's relativity, where I
introduced myself to the other students by telling them I was
convinced Einstein was wrong.
I proposed several articles attacking Einstein, which the tutor
did not want to accept; however he did allow an article calling
for there to be an open debate between Newtonians and
Einsteinians. From my point-of-view – Newtonian physics was
unfairly treated in 1919, and there should have been no
Einstein revolution but debate since then and since has been
squashed.
Here is the article:
2. Open debate on Einstein’s relativity between critics and
supporters is required

There should be an open debate on Einstein’s relativity whether it is really justified, because it did not happen circa

1919 in the commotion of Einstein becoming famous. The
Royal Society accepted that the prediction of Einstein for the
bending of light was observed by Eddington’s astronomical
observations. However, there was never a real debate as to
whether it was justified as meaning that Newtonian physics
should be replaced by Einstein’s relativity, because there was
not enough evidence ‘then’ to make such an assessment. Now
these many decades later there is enough information to be
able to assess more precisely what is the connection between
Newtonian and Einsteinian physics.
McCausland [1] recounts that Sir Joseph Thomson - the
President of the Royal Society and the chair at the meeting
that endorsed the Einstein’s prediction for starlight bending as
being confirmed, had done so before critics of Einstein were
allowed to speak.
McCausland points out that Pais had given the wrong
impression that criticisms from the main critic Silberstein had
been heard before the results were endorsed. He says: “Pais’s
account gives the impression that Silberstein’s criticisms had
been heard before the results were endorsed by the President
of the Royal Society. However, the generally accepted account
of the meeting (Thomson 1919) shows that Thomson had to
use Pais’s words ‘pronounced the canonization’ before
Silberstein had a chance to speak.” (By ‘canonization’ meaning
endorsement of Einstein’s prediction.)
McCausland also points out that the Royal Society had not
enough people aware at the time about the issues of relativity
to be able to make informed and valued judgments of whether
Newtonian physics needed to be replaced by this experimental
observation. It was only one observation and more
observations needed to be made to confirm the result. Basing
the overturning of Newtonian physics on what turned out to be
a very dubious result is as McCausland puts it destroying the
objectivity of science.
These many decades later - we have now gathered enough
evidence to contrast Newtonian physics with Einsteinian
physics in an open debate - a situation that was not possible in

circa 1919; such a debate is long overdue.
There are examples in the scientific literature that Newtonian
physics can give the same results as Einsteinian physics. For
instance one by Silberstein [2] , who was the main critic of
Einstein at Thomson’s Royal Society meeting and one by
Houston [3].
Silberstein’s 1923 article reports: “We thus see that, in the
rest-system of the free particle, the general relativistic
equations (1) become identical with the Newtonian equations
of motion, rigorously, i.e. whether the gravitation field is weak
or not.”
Houstoun reports on being able to get the same results as
Einstein from Newtonian physics on two issues: “As is well
known, Einstein’s theory of gravitation predicts three small
effects not previously known. Two of these are the deflexion
of light rays passing near the sun and the advance of
Mercury’s perihelion. I have found that these are given very
simply by Fermat’s principle and the principle of least action
respectively.”
None of this surprises me, because I am well aware of
mathematical modelling; if a theory makes certain predictions
and something extra happens to what is predicted then an
extra effect is usually credited as the cause. For instance if a
theory predicts objects fall by gravity and hundreds of
observations reveal this to be the case and then one day the
object goes up instead of down, the deviation from theory is
usually credited to some extra effect such as wind.
Observations different from what has been a successful theory
usually result in some extra effect being added to the theory.
So if Newtonian physics could not explain certain observations
that Einsteinian physics could explain, it would generally
mean an extra effect needed to be added. However, from
these critics it seems that Newtonian physics as it ’is’ without
update might be able to explain same results as Einstein
predicted.

That appears to be forgotten by the mainstream, lost in the
masses of paperwork that becomes the history they forget
about. It was not possible to properly assess Einsteinian
physics in 1919 circa, it was something that the Physics
Department needed to get back to at a later date, but they let
it become history that they forgot. In other words the Physics
Department does not talk to the History of Physics
Department, and forgets to perform important tasks like an
absent minded husband needing to be reminded by his wife.
Einstein never got a Nobel prize for relativity, instead he got
the prize for contributions to physics especially the
photoelectric effect, it was because of this issue of doubt whether his physics genuinely replaced Newtonian physics.
As McCausland points out - because general relativity was
supposedly proven, this led to special relativity being adopted.
However, special relativity makes no sense from a Newtonian
physics perspective. Geroch [4] points out the constancy of
light speed makes no sense from Newtonian physics and uses
this as justification for changing to special relativity. Burke [5]
seems to be saying similar. Newtonian physics is based on
universal time, while special relativity abandons that in favour
of light speed constancy.
[Tutor did not like the use of the term “universal time” he
wanted it to be called “absolute time”, because he thought it
might be confused with another sense in which the term is
used in Einstein's relativity. From my perspective – this is one
of the problems with Einstein's theorising he wants to change
meaning of terms. I think its clear in the context of Newtonian
physics that the term “universal time” is to mean that
observers have same rate for their clocks.]
Burke says: “To someone steeped in the physics and
philosophy of Newtonian mechanics, time is a more basic idea
than light, and to choose any but a time-specialized frame
would seem bizarre.” (By ‘time-specialized’ frame - I take it to
mean a Newtonian frame based on universal time. ) He goes
on to say : “The revolutionary idea of special relativity is that

light is more basic than time.” This all ties back to the missing
debate on Einstein at the Royal Society; about whether such a
revolutionary change was necessary.
Objectivity had been lost because of there being no debate.
There needs establishment of a clever unambiguous account
of what is the real status of experimental observations with
regard to Newtonian and Einsteinian physics; something that
can only come about by open debate on these issues.
[Tutor's comment: “A good clear account of your viewpoint
with well quoted sources of evidence and a clear conclusion.
Well done.” Though in talking with the tutor he presented his
viewpoint that science/physics was in continual open debate;
that whenever experimental results were gathered it became a
debate as to what theory the data agreed with. I think he
missed the point of the article – namely that Einsteinian
physics had never been agreed upon as replacing Newtonian
physics by any debate. But the delusion is still being
propagated that it had.]
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